WORKING WITH
RESTAURANTS & HOTELS
IndiCater is one of the UK’s leading providers of web based back of house
management software systems to the hospitality industry. We specialise in
providing our clients with a unique range of applications that manage and
control costs, and drive business efficiency - at an affordable entry point. Our
software stands out because it has been designed specifically for the needs of
the hospitality industry by professionals who have worked within the sector
and understand its needs.

IndiCater is a secure password
protected system offering
clients and users alike peace
of mind

Clients control the precise level
of access that their system
users have to the various
modules and features

As a web based system all
modules and tools can be
accessed remotely 24/7

Modules are licensed on a
monthly basis and can be
added to at any time in
bite-size stages

• Finance and Profit –
cash management,
control and bank
reconciliation;
budgeting; import
and export data from
EPoS; extensive trade
KPI reporting
• StORM
[Stock:Ordering:Recipes:
Menus] - Create and

cost recipes, cocktails
and beverages;
detailed stock take;
create orders;
produce allergen and
nutritional data;
create menus

SOLVE challenges and provide SUPPORT to

• e-Procurement –
Online ordering;
manage supplier
catalogues; EDI. Can
be used in conjunction
with StORM

Third Party Applications

• Employment & HR –
employ; schedule;
monitor and manage
staff. From engaging
a new starter
through to staff rotas,
absence
management,
timesheets and TUPE

“The IndiCater team are always on hand to
my team”

Modules and tools can be seamlessly linked to 3rd party applications
such as SAP, Sage, J D Edwards, Snowdrop, TISSL, Centegra and more.
Data can be IMPORTED into IndiCater from EPoS and EXPORTED into
accounts and payroll systems

Real Time
Reports
With over 7 core modules and 100’s of tools from which to select, our
core management control processes encompass everything from
accounts data capture, stock control and recipe management,
through to employment and business monitoring processes. Modules
and tools can be licensed individually or packaged together as a suite.
Our clients including Restaurants, Hotels, Contract Caterers, FM
providers, Schools and Universities, Visitor Attractions, NHS, and
Event Caterers have access to key site operating data from any
location at any time, enabling them to take full control of their
businesses. Our modules and tools can all be tailored and branded
for each client, and come with the added flexibility of being able to
start small and bolt on additional applications as business
needs dictate.

As a web-based back office management system,
IndiCater not only provides a platform for trading
information to be recorded at site level, but crucially
this provides immediate and live access to a
comprehensive series of management reports which
help to shape company decision making. A Data Cube
tool will be launched shortly.

Flash Trading
Theoretical Gross
Profit
Stock Loss
Food and Beverages
per Labour Hours
Zero Hours
Entitlement
Non Compliance

Once checked and signed off, data exports can be set
up which are linked directly with accounts and
payroll packages.
Using a combination of reports and exports clients
have reported improvements to their bottom line of
between 3% to 15%.

WHAT PEOPLE SAY ABOUT US
“The move to IndiCater is showing
strategic and commercial benefits with
notable improvements to the bottom line”
Chris Gerard - Innventure

Have you thought of running
a pilot?
We are so confident in our modules
and their financial and operational
benefits that we are happy to
discuss setting up a very low
cost pilot.

